The UEFA EURO 2024 will be bringing football fever to ten German cities, including Stuttgart, from 14 June to 14 July 2024. A total of five football matches will be played in Stuttgart Arena.

**FAN ZONES**

**Palace Square (Schlossplatz):** Watch the exciting games live at our centrally located public screening areas in our city’s most beautiful square – Palace Square (Schlossplatz) in Stuttgart. Even on non-match days, a varied supporting programme is guaranteed to keep visitors entertained, not to mention some top-class acts at the Stuttgart Electronic Music Festival on 13 June 2024.

**Schiller Square (Schillerplatz):** When it’s time to refuel, Schiller Square (Schillerplatz) is definitely the place to be. During UEFA EURO 2024, the square will host a wide range of regional, vegan and vegetarian food and drinks.

**Market Place (Marktplatz):** With numerous sports and football-related indoor and outdoor activities on offer, visitors to Market Place (Marktplatz) will be standing still for long. An infopoint and mini-museum will invite guests to learn more about our city. Food and drinks will also be available.

**Karl Square (Karlsplatz):** Karl Square (Karlsplatz) becomes a culture island. The heart of the square will feature a cultural stage, a beach football pitch, an inviting chill-out area and several vegetarian and vegan food trucks. This will also be home to the Fan Embassy, where fans can obtain useful information.

**GO INTO EXTRA TIME IN STUTTGART**

In addition to the UEFA EURO 2024, a stay in the state capital of Stuttgart has an abundance of other attractions and treats in store.

**STUTTGART TOURS**

Fascinating history, humorous insights into Swabian culture and fascinating places: taking one of the many tours of Stuttgart is the ideal way to discover the host city. Short tours of Stuttgart’s city centre will also be given daily from 14 June to 14 July (in German and English).

All tours & booking options: uefaeuro2024.stuttgart.de/en/stuttgart-tickets
HOME GAME FOR GOURMETS IN STUTTGART

The host city of Stuttgart also has plenty of treats in store for connoisseurs. The city’s wine taverns (Weinstuben) and quintessential broomstick inns (Besenwirtschaften) are the ideal place to sample some traditional Swabian dishes. Meanwhile, Stuttgart’s teems teems with cool drinks and relaxed atmosphere – sometimes in unqiue locations – for a good time. You can also visit the indoor market (Markthalle) to sample delicacies from all over the world.

STUTTGART IS TOP OF THE LEAGUE WHEN IT COMES TO CULTURE

In terms of culture, Stuttgart is second to none with Europe’s largest three-section theatre, which unites ballet, opera and theatre under one roof. A variety of smaller theatres and regularly changing musicals also promise evenings full of entertainment.

PUBLIC SCREENING IN STUTTGART – VANTAGE POINTS AND OUTDOOR FUN

Stuttgart doesn’t just delight with its city experiences, but also offers a veritable playground for outdoor activities, from vineyard hikes to a visit to the Sepulchral Chapel on the Württemberg Hill (Grabkapelle auf dem Württemberg). The latter reveals a picturesque view of the city and the Stuttgart Arena. Thanks to its basin location, Stuttgart boasts a plethora of breathtaking viewpoints, such as Santiago de Chile Square (Santiago-de-Chile-Platz), the Bismarck Tower (Bismarckturm) and Eugen Square (Eugensplatz). Some of the most beautiful views can be obtained by climbing the outdoor stairways (so-called Stäffele), and with over 400 in the host city of Stuttgart, there are plenty to choose from!

OUTINGS OFF THE PITCH – BEAUTIFUL EXCURSION DESTINATIONS AROUND STUTTGART

Like the state capital itself, the region surrounding it offers countless options for enjoyable excursions, including historical towns, unique landscapes, fascinating museums and much more.

Discover Stuttgart’s city centre: stuttgart-tourist.de/en/favourite-quarters

Do you still have questions? You can find out everything you need to know about UEFA EURO 2024 and the host city Stuttgart here: uefaeuro2024.stuttgart.de/en

DOWNLOAD THE APP HERE: stuttgart-tourist.de/en/stuttgart-app

STUTTGART GUIDE – THE APP FOR STUTTGART

Discover the state capital of Baden-Württemberg the easy way with the new and free app! The Stuttgart Guide is the app for Stuttgart – whether for a day trip, a longer city break or if you’re a new resident in the city! From exciting events and the newest restaurants and bars to impressive sights – the Stuttgart Guide presents you with the most beautiful places in and around Stuttgart.

WHAT AWAITS YOU
You’ll find a clear overview of museums, sights, restaurants, events and tips, which can even be compiled into fantastic sightseeing routes thanks to the digital city map. During UEFA EURO 2024, all events and news related to the host city of Stuttgart can be accessed via this app.

STUTTGART'S MOST BELOVED QUARTERS

Stuttgart’s favourite quarters are replete with fascinating stories, hidden nooks and unparalleled authenticity. Stroll through the city’s quarters and discover its many charms off the beaten track.

STUTTGART'S FAVOURITE QUARTERS
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